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Get 10% Off All Roberts Hawaii Tours When You Book Online! Click to learn more.
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Available Now!

	
Our Newest Tour!







From

$100.00
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Oahu










North Shore Adventure Tour





Discover Oahu’s North Shore with Roberts Hawaii’s tour. Engage in Camp Erdman’s hiking and reforestation, paddleboard or kayak along Anahulu River at Tsue’s Farm, or opt for shopping and scenic delights in historic Haleiwa Town. A perfect mix of adventure, conservation, and cultural exploration awaits.
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Our Newest Tour!
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$149.99
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North Shore Dole Pineapple Farm Tour





Embark on a thrilling exploration of Oahu’s North Shore, where the Dole Pineapple Farm Tour unveils the secrets of pineapple cultivation, complemented by exotic coffee tastings, local flavors, historic sugar mill visits, and serene beaches, culminating in a captivating Hawaiian cultural experience.
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Most Popular Maui Tour!







From

$274.00
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Heavenly Hana Tour





Discover Hana, the jewel of the Valley Isle, on this breathtaking adventure, as you access the narrow, winding road marked by tiny bridges, wildly gorgeous foliage, and waterfalls.
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Most Popular Tour!
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$126
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Oahu Grand Circle Island Tour





See Oahu’s most awe-inspiring landmarks and destinations including the spouting Blowhole, and the sacred Kualoa Ranch.
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$142
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Stars & Stripes: Pearl Harbor and Battleship Missouri Tour





Explore the legacy of Pearl Harbor and visit the USS Arizona Memorial, the USS Missouri Battleship, and more in this emotionally resonating tour.
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Most Popular Transportation!
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$38.50
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Waikele Outlets Shopping Shuttle





A hassle-free way to go shopping for bargains in more than 50 legendary brand name stores.
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$69
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Pearl Harbor, USS Arizona, Honolulu City Tour





On this popular narrated tour of Pearl Harbor, the USS Arizona Memorial and other historic Honolulu landmarks, you get to explore firsthand what happened on December 7, 1941.
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Most Popular Kauai Tour!







From

$172
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Hawaii Movie Tour®





With its striking natural beauty, Kauai has long been a destination for Hollywood filmmakers intent on capturing the island’s unspoiled terrain. See famous locations for Pirates of the Caribbean, Jurassic Park, and more!
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SHORE EXCURSIONS




Roberts Hawaii has offered a wide variety of shore excursions to guests of Hawaii since 2007. We strive to personalize an amazing experience, ranging from ocean going adventures to scenic Hawaiian views. All of our tours provide the best convenience and value when coming for your island vacation. Once you have chosen your ideal vacation, choose from our shore excursions encompassing the islands of Oahu, Maui, Kauai and Hawaii’s Big Island.
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AIRPORT TRANSFER SERVICES




Start your island visit in style! We can provide private transportation to and from the airport with exceptional customer service provided by our highly trained, experienced drivers. Roberts Hawaii Airport Transfer Services provides quality and reliable airport transportation to and from major Hawaii Airports. Servicing the Daniel K. Inouye International Airport (HNL), Kahului Airport (OGG), Kona International Airport (KOA) and Lihue Airport (LIH).
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EXPLORE TOURS & ACTIVITIES BY ISLAND




Click on an image below to explore all of the activities & excursions on that island!





































































ABOUT ROBERTS HAWAII




We are Hawaii’s largest employee-owned tours and transportation company, providing the highest quality transportation services and a wide variety of sightseeing tours, entertainment, and excursions in a safe and service-focused manner delivered by employees who perpetuate the unique culture of Hawaii. Our core values are lokahi, kina’ole, and ha’aheo, which translate to teamwork, flawless, and pride.























Save up to 15% on select tours online. Don’t miss out!






















Hawaii owned & operated since we opened our doors.






















75+ years of experience for the best island adventures.



























BUILDING BACK STRONG: MAUI’S RESILIENCE STARTS WITH YOU

Empower Maui’s Recovery Efforts by Donating through Roberts Hawaii Foundation

Join us in making a difference! In the wake of the recent fires in Maui, Roberts Hawaii Foundation is rallying support to aid our community’s recovery efforts. We invite you to contribute to our initiative by making a donation that will directly benefit our affected employees, their families and community. Your generosity will provide vital resources and assistance to those affected by the fires. To be part of this meaningful cause, please reach out to us via email at [email protected]. Together, we can stand strong and support Maui’s resilience. Thank you for your compassion and solidarity.






















RATED "EXCELLENT" BY 860+ TRAVELERS!





















Island Must Do!
Review of: Oahu Grand Circle Tour with Kualoa Ranch Lunch






We had friends book us on this island tour & it was amazing!! Not one bad thing to say & our driver & tour guide (Wes) was not only a great driver, he was also very funny & extremely knowledgeable on the island history. This tour stopped at so many great locations that included Kualoa Ranch, where we were treated to an excellent buffet style lunch after our tour of the ranch, as well as we stopped at a Macadamia farm, the Dole plantation & several amazing lookout points. Along our stops we were lucky enough to see 2 whales & even some sea turtles.

– Henry R. | TripAdvisor
















The BEST Tour!!!!






Roberts Hawaii is the tour company I used to set up my time on the Big Island. EVERYONE I dealt with from the Honolulu airport, to the Hilo airport, to the cars and tour guides…they were ALL exceptional!!!! Most of my readers know I do NOT use any guide without checking with TA first and this group came highly recommended and I’ll vouch for that authenticity!!! Knowledgeable, nice, and fun and boy did I get my money’s worth with this trip to the Big Island!!! Thanks to all of you on the Roberts Hawaii Team!!!! You were the best!!!

– Gary C. | TripAdvisor
















Great Day
Review of: Oahu Grand Circle Island Tour






Our driver Fred was bang on time at the pick up, he is extremely knowledgeable with regards to the island history and Polynesian culture and relays all this throughout the day. The coach was very comfortable and during the tour there are plenty of stops to stretch your legs. Pretty much everything was covered during our tour, and the highlights for me were the Macadamia nut farm and the Dole Pineapple plantation.

– Steve T. | TripAdvisor
















Everything was perfect
Review of: Airport Express Shuttle - Honolulu Airport to Waikiki Hotels






Everything you need in an airport shuttle, prompt, attentive, driver safe and calm, helped with my luggage and most importantly got me to the airport on time. Easy to book online (although i did have to alter my departure time as i prefer to be at the airport with plenty of time). Not the cheapest but definitely not expensive, and i prefer to pay for reliability. Thanks for minimising the stress levels.

– CestLeVie | TripAdvisor
















Recommended shore tours!






We booked two shore tours with Roberts Hawaii when cruising around the islands; a day trip including Pearl Harbour in Honolulu and Historic Kona on the big island. We highly recommend them! The website booking process was very easy to use and the transaction very smooth, with an email confirmation and reminder the day before. Once on shore, the tour representatives were easy to identify and friendly. The tour buses were clean and air conditioned. The drivers were friendly, approachable and knowledgeable with a pleasant dialogue on the tour. Mahalo John and Chuck! We enjoyed our time with you.

– 97sparkles | TripAdvisor
















Outstanding Service
Review of: Airport Express Shuttle - Honolulu Airport to Waikiki Hotels






Our Hawaiian package included airport to hotel and hotel to airport shuttle service. This company was perfect both ways. Once we got our luggage from baggage claim we didn't have to touch it again until we got to our room. The driver and his assistants were so very nice. We got a lot of the local flavor on our ride. The driver on the return trip was just as helpful. He was punctual which put our minds at ease. Great company.

– Denise J. | TripAdvisor
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(808) 539-9400





reservations@robertshawaii.com






444 Niu Street, Suite 300

Honolulu, HI 96815
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